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Abstract.  We report new results from recent particle control and transport experiments in the DIII-D tokamak. 
We find that dynamic particle balance calculations (particle sources and sinks calculated vs time) yield similar 
results to a shot-averaged “static” (calculated by pressure rise) particle balance. The dynamic particle balance 
measurements show very low wall retention in both NBI- and EC- heated H-modes, compared with large 
retention during plasma startup. Two oxygen bakes at 1.3 kPa oxygen pressure for 2 hours at 350°C were 
completed and advanced inductive plasma operation was quickly recovered. No damage to tokamak internal 
components was observed. The removal of the hydrogenic species in DIII-D by thermo-oxidation compares well 
with laboratory experiments and we obtained data on thermo-oxidation of fresh 13C layers in DIII-D. Particle 
balance in discharges with resonant magnetic perturbation (RMP) ELM suppression show that the wall retention 
rate and inventory is dependent on pedestal density and divertor conditions. 13C injection experiments have 
shown that most of the carbon is deposited at the inner strike point of a SN divertor in L-mode, additional 
deposition in the private flux zone is present in H-mode. With an unbalanced DN plasma shape, there is more 
localized 13C deposition near the injection point in the non-active divertor.  

1.  Introduction 
Advanced Tokamak requirements drive the main requirements for DIII-D plasma facing 
components: disruption recovery before the next plasma shot and effective control of particle 
and power fluxes in a variety of plasma shapes. To achieve these goals, we have developed 
an effective combination of wall materials and conditioning: nearly all of the plasma-facing 
components are graphite, the wall can be baked to ~350°C before plasma operations, three 
divertor cryopumps provide significant particle exhaust (20 m3/s), a variety of plasma shapes 
can be studied, and recovery from off-normal events is achieved between shots by glow con-
ditioning. We find that cryopumping also affects the wall conditions by reducing the particle 
inventory of the wall. In all, DIII-D is a unique tokamak device for assessing the retention of 
hydrogenic isotopes in graphite surfaces and provides data for comparison with other 
experiments [1–12]. It is also important to characterize the DIII-D (wall and conditioning) 
configuration so that we can determine which attributes are suitable for longer pulse 
machines (e.g. KSTAR, EAST, JT-60SA). In the steady-state phase of burning plasma 
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machines such as ITER, retention of hydrogenic isotopes in the first wall can lead to an 
unacceptable in-vessel tritium inventory [13–16].  

This paper summarizes particle balance estimates performed on DIII-D with a time-
dependent (“dynamic”) technique and compares these results with the total pressure rise at 
the end of the discharge (“static” with the pumps closed, also referred to as gas balance). 
Dynamic particle balance measurements on DIII-D with cryopumping have been carried out 
for more than a decade [17–19] and the overall conclusions of the present study are consistent 
with the previous results. The total wall uptake from the time-integral of the dynamic mea-
surements is within 7% of the results from the more accurate time-integrated “static” mea-
surements. The present study’s comparison of the dynamic with the static particle balance 
gives us more confidence in the conclusions, but also underscores the importance of time-
dependent measurements. In DIII-D, the total uptake of deuterium during a plasma discharge 
is dominated by the wall uptake during the initial (ohmic or L-mode) part of the discharge 
with nearly zero uptake observed during the steady-state H-mode phase. In some cases, these 
measurements infer net depletion of deuterium from the wall during the H-mode phase. Since 
the relative duration of H-mode to L-mode can be much longer in future devices, scalings of 
hydrogenic (e.g. tritium) retention must be based on time-dependent particle balance or they 
will overestimate the retention for longer pulse machines (e.g. ITER). Cryopumping, baking, 
and thermo-oxidation (baking in a oxygen atmosphere) have been shown to be effective in 
reducing the hydrogen inventory on DIII-D. This paper presents the first thermo-oxidation of 
a large, high-performance tokamak; no adverse affects were observed and high performance 
advanced inductive “hybrid” plasma operation was achieved in less than 20 discharges. 

2.  Particle Balance  
Fuel retention in DIII-D is assessed with a “dynamic” particle balance calculation based 

on sources and sinks of a single reservoir (the DIII-D vacuum vessel), as shown in Eq. (1). 
The source terms are calculated from measurements: (1) gas input, (2) NBI input, and 
(3)neutrals; the sinks terms are: (4) Cryopump exhaust and (5) plasma density rise. Any 
remaining flux is attributed to the wall flux (6), where positive (negative) values imply wall 
retention (release). As this remainder also contains the accumulated measurement 
uncertainties, care must be taken in its derivation and we have utilized heating sources both 
with (NBI) — and without (ECH) — particle input. In the ECH case, term 2 is zero, and in 
the steady-state portion of the discharge, terms (3) and (5) are negligible. Note that all terms 
are calculated as a function of time [20]. 

   . (1) 
Figure 1 compares the terms in Eq. (1) for a NBI (black) and ECH (red) ELMing H-mode 

at the same plasma current, auxiliary input power level, and plasma shape (LSN). In the ECH 
case(term 2 = 0), the wall flux is obtained by the difference between the gas input (term 1) 
and the measured pump exhaust (term 4); the largest error is due to the measurements of the 
cryopump pumping speed. In the NBI case, there is an added uncertainty due to the estimates 
of the cold NBI streaming gas which is differentially pumped by separate NBI cryopumps. 
For the NBI discharges, the NBI Torus Isolation Valves (TIVs) were opened a few seconds 
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FIG. 1. ECH heated (red) H-mode plasma is compared with a NBI (black) discharge. The plasma cur-
rent, neutral beam or ECH power, electron density, gas input, integral of the gas input; wall inventory 
and wall rate from the dynamic particle balance; along with the photodiode signal are compared with 
a neutral beam heated H-mode DIIID shot. Note that in both cases, the wall flux (g) is quite large in 
the L-mode ramp-up period, but during the ELMing H-mode, the wall flux is very close to zero. 

before each discharge and then closed a few seconds after the discharge to minimize this 
pumping. For both heating techniques, the discharge naturally divides into two regions: a) the 
startup (L-mode in these discharges, t < 1000 ms) where 40 TL/s of gas is injected and the 
wall influx rate is large, followed by b) the steady-state H-mode period where there is negli-
gible wall influx within the measurement uncertainties. The period of low wall flux is main-
tained for the length of the heating pulse and shows 
no indication of saturation. We do not have sufficient 
data to determine if the large early influx in these dis-
charges is due to “startup” or L-mode, but we note 
that in other L-mode discharges (with no H-mode 
transition) there are comparably (large) wall influx 
rates. In Fig. 1 for the NBI case, the wall inventory is 
decreasing as a function of time after the initial start-
up, and we have observed cases where this integral 
can be negative, indicating that particles are being re-
moved from the wall. This was also observed in a pre-
vious DIII-D study [17]. To date, however, we have 
not conclusively isolated the conditions for a small or 
negative net wall inventory, although strong cryo-
pumping is necessary. In Fig. 2, we see a sequence of 
shots where the wall inventory shows an general de-
crease – even though it decreases/increases on four 
shots (note color sequence). We have not had suffi-
cient run time to determine the longer term (~10 shot) 
evolution of this behavior, and it may be related to 
subtle details of the startup phase. However, some of 

FIG. 2. Wall inventory vs. time showing 
a gradual decrease with time. Note the 
shot-to-shot variability (color code) as 
the shot sequence progresses. 
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the time-dependent behavior is due to the ELM characteristics of a particular shot, as the 
pressure rise due to the ELMs is easily seen in the time-resolved measurements of the cryo-
pump plenum pressure – thereby modulating the pump exhaust. In the ECH case, a small 
~10TL/s gas puff is required to maintain the density, indicating additional particle transport 
compared to the NBI case; we have not studied this trend and do not know if it is representa-
tive of all ECH H-modes. The ELM frequency in these ECH H-modes is extremely constant 
in time. 

This dynamic particle balance has now been compared with “static” particle balance mea-
surements on DIII-D. After a series of repeat discharges, the cryopumps are warmed above 
LHe temperatures to release the trapped gases and the pressure rise is measured with a capa-
citance manometer. The product of the pressure rise with the measured DIII-D vessel volume 
(both with 1% uncertainty) yields a very accurate measure of the particles not retained by the 
wall, albeit time- and shot-integrated. This quantity can be compared with the integrated 
exhaust of particles from the dynamic particle balance. Measurements in ELMing H-mode, 
L-mode, and ohmic plasmas with cryopumping indicate that the two techniques agree to 
within ~10%, providing additional confidence in the dynamic technique. Shown in Fig. 3 is a 
detailed comparison of the two techniques during a run day. The length of the colored bars at 
the left of each set corresponds to the shot-integrated dynamic exhaust for each of the dis-
charges in the set. The long blue bar at the right of each set is the static exhaust determined 
by the pressure rise when the cryosystem is regenerated after the set of 4 (or 3 in Set 5) dis-
charges. The total of the dynamic exhaust for the set is within 5% of the exhaust determined 
by the static particle balance, providing a check on the dynamic particle balance technique. 

 
FIG. 3. Comparison of the exhausted particles for a series of discharges (y-axis). Each colored sub-
block is the exhaust from a single discharge as calculated by the dynamic particle balance. The blue 
bar is the measurement particle released from the cryosystem by regenerating after each series of 
discharges. 

One of the run days was preceded by a normal high temperature bake and followed by a 
short bake to assess the amount of hydrogen trapped in “shallow” deposits that could be 
removed with a 350°C bake. By “short bake” we mean that the inductive heating was stopped 
just after the vessel reached the 350°C bake temperature to allow sufficient cooling time for 
plasma operations the following day (i.e. the vessel pressure did not reach a maximum and 
start decreasing as in a normal bake). Starting with a “clean” wall after the normal bake, a 
total of ~2400 Torr-L of deuterium was injected during plasma operations. The amount 
exhausted was determined to be between 1010 (static) –1140 (dynamic) Torr-L. The short 
bake after the run day bake released an additional ~1090 Torr-L, resulting in a retained 
particle inventory of ~170–300 Torr-L, or ~7%–12% of the total injected particles for this 
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experiment. When normalized to the divertor target ion flux, this retention is <0.2%. This 
retention estimate is an upper bound because the operationally constrained short bake 
following the experiment did not return the wall to its original condition.  

Dynamic particle balance measurements during resonant magnetic perturbation (RMP) 
ELM suppression show that the wall retention rate and inventory is dependent on pedestal 
density and divertor conditions [21,22]. The dominant term in the particle balance equation 
during RMP discharges was the cryopump exhaust rate. In a closed divertor configuration, 
the pump exhaust is significant throughout the ELM suppression phase. In contrast, in a more 
open divertor configuration, the exhaust decreased to nearly zero as the divertor transitions to 
a low-recycling state. It is found that the 3D magnetic field structure imposed by the RMP 
helps to define the magnetic geometry of the divertor, and hence the particle exhaust.  

3.  Thermo-Oxidation Experiments 
To remove more deeply trapped hydrogenic layers that are co-deposited with eroded car-

bon in the DIII-D vessel, thermo-oxidation experiments were recently successfully com-
pleted. These techniques have been well-characterized in test chambers at the U. of Toronto 
[23], but the technique has had limited application in high temperature magnetic confinement 
devices. In preparation for an experiment on DIII-D, oxygen bake tests of internal compo-
nents were carried out at U. Toronto and DIII-D test chambers to identify systems that could 
be damaged. Over a two year period, these tests included the cryopump components, ECH 
and ICH antennas, diagnostic mirrors, and other internal components [24]. The largest effect 
was found on copper surfaces as they would receive an oxide coating. These laboratory ex-
periments were used to determine the parameters for the DIII-D thermo-oxidation experi-
ment, which was a compromise between minimizing the risk to components and optimizing 
the removal rate of hydrogenic species. Using these optimized parameters, two thermo-oxida-
tion experiments were carried out on DIII-D; each was a 2 hour bake at 350°C in a 80%/20% 
Helium/Oxygen (similar to Heliox) atmosphere at 1.3 kPa.  

The goals of the first thermo-oxidation bake were to test recovery of plasma operations, 
assess removal of 13C from a few DIII-D tiles that had been characterized in previous 13C ex-
periments, and expose other special samples (e.g., thick co-deposits from Tore-Supra and 
stainless steel buttons to look for carbon migration). Before the first bake, specially prepared 
samples on stalks were inserted into the vacuum vessel during a “clean” (no personnel entry) 
vent. DIII-D operational experience is that plasma operations are quickly recovered after this 
type of vent with a 350°C bake. After the samples were installed, the machine was heated to 
350°C, the turbomolecular pumps were closed, and the vessel pressure was raised to 1.3 kPa 
with the Heliox gas. Because of high thermal conductivity of helium, the heating of in-vessel 
components was nearly uniform. A constant temperature was maintained by slightly increas-
ing the inductive heating to offset the increased thermal transport of the higher pressure; 
thermocouples attached very close to the samples monitored their temperature. During the 
first ~90 minutes of the bake, we saw a 6x decrease in the 32 amu peak (mostly O2) and a 
large increase in the 44 amu (mostly CO2) RGA peak, similar to that observed in the tests at 
U. of Toronto, and indicating that thermo-oxidation was taking place. To ensure that there 
was sufficient oxygen for the thermo-oxidation reaction, we then pumped and backfilled the 
vessel again to 1.3 kPa with fresh Heliox for the final 30 minutes. After machine cool down 
(about 1 day), a clean vent was again used to remove the samples and the machine was 
baked. Before plasma operations, both the ECH and FW heating systems were successfully 
tested; the FW antenna voltage loading was slightly better than before the therm-oxidation. 
Visual inspection of copper samples on the stalks showed slightly less oxidation than ob-
served in the small vessel tests. After the second thermo-oxidation, the pumping speed of the 
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cryopumps was re-measured as a function of 
pressure, both to assess if there were any changes 
caused by the thermo-oxidation experiments and 
to check the values used for the particle balance 
experiments. The speed tests showed no differ-
ences within the measurement uncertainties, and 
the pump cooling times and He flow rates were 
unchanged. A detailed in-vessel inspection was 
carried out at the end of the experiment, and there 
was no damage that could be attributed to the 
thermo-oxidation experiment. 

Initial results on the effectiveness of the 
DIII-D thermo-oxidation experiments are shown 
in Fig. 4. The solid line is the fraction of D re-
maining as a function of time for a DIII-D tile 
undergoing thermo-oxidation with the standard 
parameters as measured by the laboratory experi-
ments at U. of Toronto. The single red point is 

the average difference measured before and after the DIII-D experiments from one of the 
stalk-mounted tiles as measured by Nuclear Reaction Analysis. DIII-D tiles with known D 
content were used for the data shown in Fig. 4. Excellent agreement is seen between the 
laboratory and DIII-D experiments, indicating that laboratory results can be used to estimate 
hydrogenic removal rates in DIII-D.  

Plasma recovery after the thermo-oxidation was similar to or slightly better than recovery 
from a clean vent. Ohmic plasma operation was obtained on the very first attempt (142760), 
and high performance advanced inductive “hybrid” operation was obtained in about 15 shots. 
As shown in Fig. 5, confinement parameters such as H98y2 and βN quickly returned to levels 
comparable with the DIII-D reference shot. The DIII-D “hybrid” or advanced inductive shot 
is a standard discharge carried out at intervals during the DIII-D run campaign to assess rela-
tive performance and wall conditions. The database of these shots contains impurity and radi-
ated power trends, and these post thermo-oxidation discharges had an elevated oxygen level, 
as seen in Fig. 5. Continued plasma operation and an extended bake reduced the oxygen 
levels, but they did not decrease to the level of the reference shot. However, these elevated 
oxygen levels did not significantly affect the discharge performance. Because of time 
constraints, a boronization was not carried out, which always dramatically reduces the DIII-D 
oxygen levels. While the first thermo-oxidation experiment on DIII-D was to assess plasma 
recovery and D removal on a small number of tiles that had previously had 13C deposition, 
the goal of the second experiment was to measure the change on a larger number of tiles and 
to test fresh deposits – i.e. 13C deposits that had not been exposed to air and water vapor. 
Since 2004, DIII-D has done a series of 13C deposition experiments that involve the toroidally 
symmetric injection of 13C into a series of (typically ~15) discharges at the end of a run 
campaign, followed by removal of tiles during a vent and subsequent analysis to determine 
the regions of high deposition [25]. Injection into the “crown” of a single-null divertor 
plasma in L-mode (2004) showed that the highest concentration of 13C was at the inner strike 
point in the lower divertor. For ELMing H-mode plasmas (2006), the deposition extended 
into the private flux region, presumably due to particle transport in the divertor by ELMs. As 
shown in Fig. 6, in 2008, when 13C was the injected into the crown of an unbalanced double 
null plasma (drsep ~2), we measure more 13C deposition near the injection point (i.e. opposite 
the main divertor). This plasma configuration is simulating the wall interaction near the 

FIG. 4. Thermo-oxidation removal of frac-
tional deuterium content for a DIII-D tile in 
the Toronto facility (line) as a function of 
time compared with the measured average of 
a tile after the 2 hour DIII-D thermo-oxida-
tion experiment (red point). 
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FIG. 5. The DIII-D conditions of the standard advanced inductive (black) discharge (before the 
thermo-oxidation bake) were quickly recovered after the bake (red); the 16th shot is shown. The 
elevated oxygen levels gradually decreased with subsequent shots (light blue) and additional baking.  

secondary divertor in a USN plasma which may have less armor than the primary divertor 
(e.g. ITER). Before the second thermo-oxidation experiment, plasma conditions similar to 
those used in the data of Fig. 6 were established, and these were followed by a sequence of 
15 identical shots with 13C injection. This established a fresh pattern of 13C that should be 
similar to Fig. 6. The second thermo-oxidation was carried out with the same parameters as 
the first, although it was not thought necessary to refill the vessel after 90 minutes to 
replenish the oxygen as in the first attempt. During both thermo-oxidation experiments, the 
RGA showed similar results. In addition, a 
new diagnostic based on measurements of IR 
molecular absorption with a high resolution 
FTIR spectrometer was commissioned. A IR 
source was directed through the CO2 
interferometer path resulting in a path of 
several meters through the vacuum vessel. IR 
absorption in the 400–3600 cm–1 region 
allowed measurement of the time histories of 
CO, CO2, and D2O without the ambiguity 
inherent in RGA spectra (i.e. multiple species 
cause signal at a particular amu). After the 
second thermo-oxidation, a total of 24 tiles 
were removed and are being analyzed at 
Sandia National Laboratory.  

FIG. 6. 13C density as a function of position for 
injection into the lower divertor (2008) of a LSN 
plasma. The second thermo-oxidation experi-
ment used this same configuration for deposition 
and tiles were removed for analysis. 
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4.  Summary  
These experiments show the importance of dynamic particle balance measurements on 

DIII-D because the influx to the wall is nearly zero during the H-mode phase. Shot-integrated 
(static pressure rise) ~20% wall influx measurements are dominated by the early phase of the 
discharge. In future machines, where the H-mode period will be an even greater fraction of 
the discharge time, using the static values (~20%) can result in a significant over-estimate of 
the wall inventory. For removing Deuterium that is co-deposited with carbon, we find that the 
removal rates in the DIII-D tokamak are consistent with measurements in the lab. No 
tokamak systems were damaged by the oxygen bake, but copper surfaces must be handled 
carefully. High performance advanced inductive operation in DIII-D is quickly recovered 
after the thermo-oxidation, albeit with elevated oxygen levels. 
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by the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada. 
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